
New Girls Club
Smart and prudent but always beautiful.

Lady B
From inside always comes something new.

Goldys 
Gold and pink roses. A classic old fashioned age.

More Digital Art

contact me for more of my designs

Live Green

Nature around us, as always a living role in our daily lives. It's a 

great challenge trying to capture natural colors and shapes. The 

challenge in this painting: the textures and contrasts contained 

within the natural shape of a tree leaf played an important role.


These paintings adapt to multiple environments: living rooms, food 

spaces or workplaces. relaxing our eyes and returning to nature.

Sunshine

Feminine flair. Dreamy and attractive, contrast of light and 

shadow with a single color detail. Delicate sensuality with a striking 

appeal to inner thoughts. An interesting proposal for wide and pale 

environments in colors. This painting plays a delicate role in filling 

these spaces without being invasive.

Candy Lady

Old and new. A touch of humor with elegance were the challenges 

of this painting. A celebrity from the past coming back to life 

and gaining attention in our current technology-filled century. 

Keeping the same style of painting, taking into account the 

direction of the light and the intention of the original painting are 

important details to take into account when including a new 

intention in the communication of the painting.

Insurrection

Bold, daring and elegant at the same time. This was the 

challenge for the elaboration of this table. The bench and black are 

a classic of the elegant. The challenge: a woman smoking in the 

middle of the street without fear of anything, showing who she is 

and what she is capable of. The smoke, represented by strongly 

striking colors, handles and communicates them at will. Force takes 

it from the outside, manifests it inside and expels it with great vigor. 

Without a doubt, a celebrity among celebrities.

Digital Art

Each image a story. Each design a challenge.


In each of the following images I applied the digital collage technique using Photoshop. Different layers with colors, real photographs and 

filters merge to create a new and unique image that can be appreciated on different physical supports, helping to compose new and 

attractive environments.


Entering here the WALL DECORATION of our lives.

Always tell and keep a good memorable story in people’s live.


Any Image is a Dutch wall décor producer, based in the center of Amsterdam. 


The world of trends, art and design- At Any Image, worlds, the unique digital enhancement 

of stock images for several large home & living brands in combination with the right 

communication, full administration, logistics and follow up of projects with business clients from 

all around Europe with a tightly organised production processes were my responsabilities.

The Challenge

Google suit - communication 

Dropbox - document organization 

Illustrator - desing 

Photoshop - desing 
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Get in touch for opportunities or just to say hi!


